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1. Introduction

The widespread availability of mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones has led to fast-increasing mobile data traffic in the last few years. Furthermore, based on different studies and predictions, it is possible to conclude that beyond 2020, mobile networks will be asked to support more than 1000 times today’s traffic volume. Demands for higher mobile networks capacity, for increased data rates, and for a larger number of simultaneously connected devices are just a few of the requirements posed to the evolution of radio access networks. Other fundamental factors are energy saving and the cost of systems, latency, spectrum availability, and spectral efficiency. Naturally, one of the solutions to deal with the very high capacity and coverage demand is through strong radio site densification (e.g., through small, pico, femto cells), which could be also obtained by different deployment architectures. A Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) or centralized RAN can be seen as a promising solution to deal with 5G requirements. Traditional C-RANs are organized as a three-element network: a distributed unit (DU), a central unit (CU), and a fronthaul network interconnecting the CU and DU [1]. The CU provides baseband signal processing functions and the DU provides the radio frequency (RF) signal transmission and reception functions. The C-RAN architecture enables Base Stations to be deployed flexibly and cost-effectively and is capable of performance enhancement through the use of coordinated multi-point transmission and reception (CoMP). The in-phase and quadrature (IQ) samples of the baseband signals are transmitted in the fronthaul network across a common public radio interface (CPRI). Ethernet-based technology [2] is probably the more promising and efficient option for the transport of CPRI traffic, but this technology is not yet mature and requires further investigation. For this reason, other solutions have been proposed such as the method based on Optical Transport Network (OTN) [3,4] and Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technologies, which are mature and allow for good performance in terms of the delay and jitter.

2. Contributions

The six papers published in this Special Issue propose and investigate new solutions and technologies to be applied in next-generation fronthaul networks.

Thirty-five authors from 16 institutions have contributed to the Special Issue. These institutions are located in Italy (4), Norway (1), Spain (3), Germany (1), China (1), Pakistan (1), Brazil (4), and Canada (1).

The first paper, authored by Eramo et al. and titled “Dimensioning Models of Optical WDM Rings in Xhaul Access Architectures for the Transport of Ethernet/CPRI Traffic” [5], proposes an Xhaul optical network architecture based on Optical Transport Network (OTN) and Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technologies. The network allows for a dynamic allocation of the
bandwidth resources according to the current traffic demand. The network topology is composed of OTN/DWDM rings and the objective of the paper is to evaluate the best configuration (number of rings and number of wavelengths needed) to both to minimize the cost and to provide an implementable solution. The authors perform an analytical study and evaluate the advantages of the proposed dynamic resource allocation solution with respect to the static solution in which the network is provided with a number of wavelengths determined in the scenario in which the radio station works at full load. With this approach, the bandwidth saving can reach up to 90% in a 5G traffic scenario.

The second paper, authored by Mikaei et al. and titled “Traffic Estimation-Based Low-Latency XGS-PON Mobile Fronthaul for Small Cell C-RAN Based on Adaptive Learning Neural Network” [6], proposes and investigates a solution to guarantee low latency in fronthaul networks realized in Passive Optical Network (PON) technology. The proposed technique is based on the prediction of packets arriving at the Optical Network Unit (ONU) buffer from the Remote Radio Unit (RRU) using an adaptive learning neural network function integrated into the Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) module at the optical line terminal (OLT). The performance of the new method is evaluated by means of simulation. The results confirm the capability of the proposed method of achieving the latency requirement for a mobile fronthaul network while outperforming algorithms proposed in the literature for the resource allocation in PON fronthaul networks.

The third paper, authored by Tonini et al. and titled “C-RAN Traffic Aggregation on Latency-Controlled Ethernet Links” [7], proposes and investigates a novel fronthaul network architecture that supports both CPRI traffic with a high time transparency and pre-emptiable backhaul traffic. The objective of the solution is to guarantee a hard delay for fronthaul traffic and at the same time to maximize the backhaul traffic throughput. The introduction of such a solution in a 5G transport network would allow compatibility with the widely deployed ethernet standard while significantly enhancing the scalability and the flexibility of the C-RAN optical infrastructure.

The fourth paper, authored by Ruiz et al. and titled “A Genetic Algorithm for VNF Provisioning in NFV-Enabled Cloud/MEC RAN Architectures” [8], proposes and investigates a C-RAN architecture provided with Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) technologies in order to: (i) allow for a flexible processing and RAM resource allocation; (ii) guarantee better Quality of Service thanks to the availability of resources near to the user. The paper addresses the problems of Virtual Network Functions (VNF) provisioning (VNF-placement and service chain allocation) in a 5G network. In order to solve this problem, the authors propose a genetic algorithm that, considering both computing resources and optical network capacity, minimizes both the service blocking rate and processing resources usage. The proposed solution outperforms previous proposals in the literature, reducing the service blocking ratio while saving energy by reducing the number of active processing cores.

The fifth paper, authored by Mengesha and titled “Analysis of 5G New Radio Uplink Signals on an Analogue-RoF System Based on DSP-Assisted Channel Aggregation” [9], proposes and compares some solutions for the transmission of signals in 5G radio access technology on an interface referred to as New Radio (NR). The solutions are based on Digital Signal Processing (DSP)-assisted Analogue Radio-over-Fiber (A-RoF) transmission techniques. Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) channel aggregation techniques are considered and compared. The authors verify that ~34% spectral efficiency gain and a lower Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) are achieved using the TDMA technique.

The sixth paper, authored by Frascolla et al. and titled “Optimizing C-RAN Backhaul Topologies: A Resilience-Oriented Approach Using Graph Invariants” [10], proposes and investigates resilient 5G access network topologies. The network topology design is based on graph theory. Specifically, the authors optimize some known graph invariants, such as the maximum node degree, topology diameter, average distance, and edge betweenness, as well as a new invariant called node Wiener impact, to achieve baseline network topologies that match the needs for 5G resilient future wireless and optical networks.
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